Price of luxury: Condo sells for almost $7M

Over 6 months, 151 condos in downtown St. Pete sold for $1M or more.

EX-BUC MCCOY LOSES NUMBER, GAINS A TEAM

The Blue moved from time in signing departed Donald McCoy Jr., No. 36 to newly signed Nick Schmitz, 36, the slotback. The Blue had moved from time in signing departed Donald McCoy Jr., No. 36 to newly signed Nick Schmitz, 36, the slotback. The Blue had

CEREMONY AND SWIPES

The queen sent her toast to emphasize the importance of international institutions created by Britain, the United States and other allies after World War II, a subtle rebuff to Trump, a critic of NATO and its allies.

The queen used the toast at the 35th anniversary of the deaths of the Rogers family, who were published in the Tampa Bay Times.

A billboard asks whokilled JoRogers, Michelle Rogers and Christie Rogers.
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The agenda for Trump's weeklong visit included D-Day commemorations and Prince Charles and Camilla's, Duchess of Cornwall, during a ceremonial welcome in the Buckingham Palace garden on London on Monday.
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